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All the words in this book were seen by Hannah Weiner first on her forehead - she sees them from within - in very small script, in several word lines, as indicated by the line breaks. These words appear in the text in upper and lower case. The words printed in the text as capitals were seen on her forehead as larger script VERY BIG WORDS or were seen on the page in big print interrupting the line that she was then writing down. Some words appeared in color, some in light, some in pencil line. This process is similar to that used in writing the CLAIRVOYANT JOURNAL and LITTLE BOOKS/INDIANS, though there are some WILD variations.

ALL WORDS BELIEVE IT SEEN

I ams a clairvoyant
Nijole's House

Part I
MOTHER'S BIRTHDAY
Think How Hard it Is
for a 79 year old woman
who has spent her life ATS HOME
in service
we must regenerate
donst speak to it PRAYER
silently
we both obey OUR KNOWLEDGE
REKA HURTS because she
can't help me when I'sm
MOTHER CAN in trouble
Nijole must speak silently
at the last FRIDAY
Mother Speaks
I can swim only in the
afternoon
Sis why write it in
BECAUSE I CAN SPEAK
SILENCE
Hannah it's a very hard job to
do isn't it
JUST CONTROL IT MORE
I must be in trouble sometimes
Make it Hard
and you work
BEAUTIFUL PAGE
cheers
HANDLE IT THURSDAY
I HANDLED IT IN MY SILENCE
LIKE LEONARD STUPID
well it feels different written
this must be our last page
Hannah we must handle it in our whiskey style
I must separate myself VICTIMS
from Nijole's mother
I CAN SPEAK
Then we hold ourselves together a lot
SPEAK IN SILENCE
And you get answered both ways
UNTIL NEXT AUGUST
It's just that Leonard seldom speaks
directly to us UNLESS ITS MIRACLES
then we both agree out loud
I means in silence
someone types this
I must speak silently at the last
sister
I MUST BE JAMES
AND BE CLEVER

NEXT AUGUST HURTS

WE ARE ALONE

Hannah if I were at my mother's
early Sept hurts I would be
perfectly comfortable & write
it all down thats wonderful

Hannah I'm over fifty and can't
purple ink runs out spell it awkwardly
HANDLE IT IN YOUR SILENCE
and bes Richard who Smiles a lot
because it's the darling it hurts us a little
bliss we're after
only occasionally we must speak
if it were to be known
speak like Satchidananda please
just count the errors
and lie down
Just Reka It's Because we're
not with

LAST BIRTHDAY HELPS
our mother on her birthday
Satchidananda would speak to us
privately of course
that's why we delay it just a little
Handle me Directly
He wont be alive next year either
that takes a chance
if you're a poor writer speak it is
allowed
wrong cheats
Hannah Satchidananda would
speak to us privately of course
if we believe in it
Just for the pleasure it is written it in
We speak Thursday as always
we can survive
Hannah hints
Because we are speaking
and written in
those obeyed orders
are for your benefit
thats how we teaches
spoken like a guru
THATS MEANS
Monks
Hannah stops written it in
I miss Vicki
who knows
that her life is in danger sometime
speak differently stupid
we must be very careful
thats free CAPITAL WORDS
I'm am tired
only an hour
written in silence

BECAUSE ITS DAWN
we may speak to Satchidananda
SIS STOP   BOTTOM OF PAGE

I mustn't name names
I must be in terror STOP SPEAKING
It's a very hard book to write thats all
Speak in September HE RETURNS
to the Ashram Wed the 11th
Hannah if you feel awful writing
this one try the next one HORRID
ALLS IN SILENCE SPOKEN and
obeyed because we change the
society fastest BRUCE KNOWS
awkward sentence structure to follow
Hannah its enough LONG NOVEL
of writing in this CHEER UP
It can be typed and followed
sequence order
So we speak to Satchidananda
with a briefcase in his hand
differently
ALWAYS SILENT
thats how Trungpa teaches I FEEL LONELY
only whom he chooses
obeyed my orders SIT SILENT
before and after the 18th
Hannah we are just cheating on it
by writing it in

he has orders to be silent
always   SO DOES TRUNGPA
Skilled
Thats enough of it
It is very clear in October
when we read this
to our amazement please
End of Pen
This house is full of artists supplies
and I cant USE UP THE COLRED PENS
Somebody is listening to us PENCILS
We must wait one year to publish this
All Nijole's fault if I run out of pads
Only an hour written Satchidananda
in silence We must speak in our
SIS STOP Giving hints helps
we are speaking of the teachers you
stupid silly old fool
if your mother practices on you forgive her It is written it in Someone
else speaking thats how we know our mind
OCT SILENCE
please speak in English
thats an order
Hannah we must sleep TONIGHT
and believe in us WE MUST MEET MEANS
WE DIDNT USE IT
there is some danger in continuing this sentence HANNAH THATS HARD GLORY
try it at the ashram stupid where are we in joy
JUST BEHAVE YOURSELF
leave September out of this
Nijole's is wonderful her house it is
that lets us write IT IN period please
Hannah we must be a great teacher
In our own time LIKE LEONARD
thas finished and we speak
tributes to Charlemagne FLYING of course
toots it is enough to be said
Plays the Piano Hard like Means
who is fifty too HARD IS ON
difficult century WITH US
SOME GREAT TEACHERS
who teaches us
those we spoken to it is
adds Jimmie Durham
who lives in NY & pretends
he doesn't
I was spoken to in English very carefully sentence structure when I was young INCLUDE GURUS HERE who speaks of the power

THIS IS PAGE EIGHT

besides Means
Hannah it changes things just a little for us IF WE FORGIVE LETS IT BE
Hannah thats Means spoken to it directly MAKE IT CLEAR SISTER
the power is to be with us again those Means
Hannah I'm quite surprised at it myself AND WRITE ABOUT HENRY INDIANS Leonard Crow Dog's father
stop praying with us sister just signal him in
thats the written code and we believe it
It is an honor to be with them

THEM CROW DOGS

speak to us sister silently when the land is ours
we speak YBTUKS WE ARE SUKEBT
(Hannahs they would love it that way dont correct)
UNTILS WE ARE SILENT

We must speak to our men silently
Because we are the INDIANS revolutionaries INS OUR CENTURY
thems blacks speaks and we signal them Hannah it is hard
written it in STOP THE BLACKS put them in the houses we must be perfect ons the street almost PLENTY OF BLACKS SPEAK WHO ELSE I said Speaking Knowledge hold yourself together until book written April
after the Indian poems are early September finished
Hannah we must master our Gurus speaking knowledge INS ENGLISH
Hannah thas enough its hard

PAGE EIGHT AGREES

A Columbia University psychiatrist is supposed to be written in it us HIDE HIM thas a guru speaking CLEARLY stupid stop nonsense this because it ends
we could write all night and be forgotten it is It is very important to speak in English BOY IS THIS A PAD save your pages AND WRITTEN IT IN PLEASE STOP PERIOD if we agree it is much clearer here than DONT PRETEND in the city Nijole's house is ours until Thursday when we must leave with instructions NO WEEKEND IT SAYS Just keep the kitchen clean Hannah it page eight agrees Holds Itself in Silence for Means Hannah it is Mean's theory that we hold ourselves in silence DONST SPEAK we have the power under control too we dedicated it TO OUR PEOPLE WHO SPEAKS Among the SISTERS only white people hurt us by remaining silent UNTIL OURS IS THE LAND

WE MUST BE CLEAR ABOUT THE LAND ITS OURS

we mustn't cross reference this index THE LAND IS OURS Hannah writes all night because she was in South Dakota WITH MEANS at LEONARDS and we place ourselves amongst the gurus fors Indians only we must be dedicated SPLIT THE BEANS to it Hannah it is Means October speaking in our own land sometime we may gladly be forgiven it to us we were here first And we speak to it I may visit Trungpa occasionally LET HIM IN Hannah thats Means INDIANS who have spoken to us in this century I also add Bill Means who is my brother Hannah we have rights to our land this page speaks
Hannah if we had a calcium pill
MOTHER HAS we could sleep
occasionally STEAL THIS PAD
Hannah the land is ours to be forgiven
to it THATS MEANS ALOUD
Hannah we have occasionally
cigarettes at our side RUSSELL
MUST SPEAK BEFORE THE LAND
IS OURS Hannah it is important to
written to it

CROW DOGS PARADISE is it
only we lost it at the next election
Leonard can speak in his silence stupid
and control it

WITH MEANS
Hannah we are still wasted paper
with our Indian friends in 1984
dont forgotten it is STOP SPEAKING

WE ARE MEANS
Hannah you have no idea how
it is grandma's house with us
for centuries we hide
our power
because the white man hasn't learned
it yet continued sentence please
I work for three men
who are boyfriends
ins a name sort of
It meant Means to me
only Leonard teaches fast
he works like kindly old man
Satchidananda stupid
he proves it by the pipe
who smokes it
nots me except at Sundance Time
remember Oscar's Pipe
he carried it on the Long Walk
the elders walked in
Hannah I saw the pipe then
and Oscar remembered it
and smoked it with me
the last night
speak silly
I saw the camp the leaders
the dont mention tribes Apaches
are still guarding their land
they work
the men
boy are you surprised at
yourself tonight
I had a vision with the pipe
I am speaking slowly
speak of the pipe
you must turn the bowl correctly

Speak of the stem
very long pull hard
and take three puffs
Hannah often leaves
in difficult situations
so as not to be white among the men
Hannah that tells a story
written in history
Leonard never speaks aloud to us
dont cry about it
some white people are offended
passed in silence three times
boy are you a jerk
tell them straight
he laughs always except
with piercing
he is not laughing at us
he is a simple man
with plenty of high people
around him
so I taught him principles
shut it up sister herself

make sure he knows it
Hannah its the hardest way
they laugh
dont smoke with Sundancers
they are strict
it isn't always the same either
Leonard gives people hell
Hannah it was not quite simple
Hannah he is kidding you
about being white
Hannah they know you have some power
almighty asterisk *

MAKE IT THURSDAY

We have just awakened to our
second reality GIVE UP TOOTS
silence among the gurus
that's the teacher's method ENOUGH
so it is the same everywhere else
except in America
where they hold the land for us
or can't survive
this is the teaching sacred
we must have our knowledge
and SIS STOP obey the
leader who is learning itself
so we pass on knowledge
without effort
we can transfer the mind
sitting still AND WE HIDE
and we hide still
until reservations are holy
sacred territory THATS THE LAND
Crazy Horse
I wondered it
I told a tale exempt from
instructions
this is still at Nijole's house
where it is important to be
because it is Means
Hannah stop
it is forgiven to be the day
as I write enough
they laugh at it
Leonard must steal or starve his
people WHICH ARTIST KNOWS IT
Hannah consider yourself an artist
two lines lost stupid ol dearest

WHICH IS THURSDAY
Spell out the history
Nijole's house
Hannah we write a very long book in one week
Nijole projects on us we waste an hour
THAT CHEATS
the Indians know they were wild men once
and loved it every minute
except when the rains came
it's a big mystery to us why Mary
didn't write me a poem

we surprise Leonard
welcome home to us
Mary has a baby to carry in her arms
cheats all day
Hannah this novel is quite a surprise
to us I hope it ends Thursday
before the rain
Hannah if you like him hold
him dear to you
Jimmie Durham's not quite dead
quite a little squabble over which head
same line indicates brevity and
no stores untils Saturday
Hannah Nijole is quite surprised at us
because we sit silently on orders
sit silently for when
when it is time
hungry and no beans
it is our own house next we
live in

Hannah if I had any power
I would have one long dream
& write it in
I still have one bad dream
each night
make sure you're alive
I had bad Bill Means last night
and tonight I'm alone
if I were with OPEN THAT DOOR
a man I'd
dream of him of course
SILLY BILL MEANS
IS ANGRY AT US
FOR TEMPTING LEONARD
to show off with his baby
I just can't end this sentence
structure before Bruce begins it

Be Sure You're Alive
despite Leonard's theories
that he may die young
in a silly fight

OVERCOAT

If we like Bill Means better
we'd like him better
not frightened of us too stupid
boy is this a sure fire hit a
movie or something

MAKE IT CLEAR

It's about same name and Bill Means

I'M SILLY
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